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cubit in length (7). A falic emblem of the chalet class shsttl
measure up to fifteen fingers according to the finger measure
(see Couplets, 19-21* Chapter 39th), those usually wor-
shipped in a household measuring from one to fifteen fingers
each (8). These emblems are divided into three classes
such as the Kanyasa (small) the Madhyama (middle) and the
Yasta (large) according to their respective dimensions, those
of the first class consisting of thirty six emblems (four
sets of nine) those of the middle being comprised of four
sets of nine (thirty si*) and those of the third or the Yasta
class containing equal sets of nine with the middle. The
Lingams of the Kanyasa class shall measure one to five
fingers each, the ckala emblems of the second class shall be
of six to ten fingers each, and those of the Yasta or the third
class of the chala. (removable) falic emblems shall measure front
eleven to fifteen fingers respectively (8—12). The falic em*
blems made of the precious stones known as the Maharatna
sbaH measure six fingers each, those made of the other gems
shall have a length or height of nine fingers each, those of
gold shall measure twelve fingers, and the rest fifteen fingers
respectively (13). The couple of the two sets of corners from
the top shall be successively cut into four or sixteen equal
sides, and those again into thirty two and sixty four in
turn so as to make it a polygon of sixty four equal sides
(14). The two sides being thus topped off, the neck of a
falic emblem of~the;<r&z/a class shall rather measure twenty
six parts from the rectangular space at its foot (15). The
face of the lixpam shall gradually go on decreasing by four,
six tad eight parts from its base, and similarly the middle
part of the emblem shall be gradually less than the height at
Us commencement by ipada (16),

